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Sunny Jetsun, United States, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book
***** Print on Demand *****. One word can cast a Magical spell of Enchantment, grammar going
right under the radar, the subliminal tongue. Underestimating the Power of the Word, of language
creating your unique perception Allowing it to manifest through your own filters acting in the brain
s time*space chemistry. Who is manufacturing this consent, this mass conditioning, lies, identity to
judge others, to judge Oneself? Brainwashing to form an online encyclopedia of predetermined
reactions and responses. In the beginning was the word the logos having an immediate effect on
y/our/mass consciousness! Seeing life as theatre, a show, going through the scenery with a
Magician focusing on the ultimate illusion. It s more than the Invisible man; the elephant is sitting in
the middle of the room screaming and farting! They re savage aborigines, they re wild is wrong.
They re FREE PEOPLE not conforming to y/our stereotypes. A different use of a word defining one s
understanding of the narrative, the official spin, line, the surreal poem. Communication Mr
Shakespeare, Yes we did go to the Moon! Anyone who says we didn t is a...
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A top quality pdf and also the font applied was fascinating to read. It can be full of knowledge and wisdom I am e ortlessly could possibly get a delight of
studying a created ebook.
-- O cea ne Sta nton DV M-- O cea ne Sta nton DV M

Basically no words to explain. I actually have study and that i am sure that i will gonna read once more again down the road. You are going to like just how
the blogger publish this pdf.
-- Ms. Ta m a r a  Ha ckett DV M-- Ms. Ta m a r a  Ha ckett DV M
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